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Editorial 

Welcome all to the one month late Newsletter! Unfortunately I have been extremely short on time, 

hence the delay. 

In this edition we have articles from Steve and Martin for the infamous Westward Ho! Surf day, and 

the 21 miler on the Wye. 

 We also offer congratulations to members who successfully completion Paddlepower and BCUstar 

award assessments, and to round it all of another news story that made me smile ☺ 

Regrettably, I must announce that this will have to be my last Newsletter as I am no longer able to 

give the time required. Hopefully somebody will be willing to step forward and take over. Anyone 

interested should contact the Chairman - Steve Holland. 

Ian Reinge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, how is the home build Sea kayak going?........  

Well, I am afraid that this project has also become a casualty of my recent time constraints 

so unfortunately my intention of providing mass club entertainment in the form of me 

sinking in the lake this spring/summer will now have to wait until next year. But I’ll leave you 

with the following thought ; will it actually turn out like the one in the picture? 

 

Ian 

  



Westward Ho! Surf day 

By Martin. A 

"The trouble with planning surf trips in 

advance is that you never can tell what the 

elements are going to throw at you. So, there 

we were, 14 of us (I think), standing on top of 

the sea defence at Westward Ho! wondering 

whether it was going to be such a good idea 

after all. 

The gale blowing across the bay certainly 

made the surf look messy. While we umm'd 

and ahh'd, a storm arrived and so we forgot 

about the messy surf and had lunch instead. 

Clearly, Mike wasn't going to let us get away 

with going all that way for nothing (even 

though the lifeguards laughed at him), and 

after lunch we got changed and headed 

towards our destiny (doom?).  

There is no doubt that some amongst us had 

no problems with the conditions, and had fine 

old time. Most of us seemed to spend more 

time emptying our boats than paddling them. 

The arrival of another storm caused 2 things 

to happen at once. Nearly everyone fell in, 

pretty much at the same time, while Mike's 

kayak was picked up by the wind and sent 

flying across the beach as if it were nothing 

but a piece of litter blowing down the street - 

an image that will stay with me. Thanks go to 

the quick thinking RNLI lifeguard who jumped 

out of the safe and secure 4x4 and sprinted  

 

 

 

 

across the beach to catch it! 

The next 10 mins or so were spent huddled up 

with our backs to a hailstorm, sitting on our 

kayaks (to stop them blowing away as well). 

The storm rather took our spirits and any 

further surfing was a little half-hearted, 

although Mike was then able to go and 

disappear amongst the waves himself for a 

bit. 

Personally, I find surf-kayaking thoroughly 

exhausting, so thanks to those who drove us 

there, surfed and then drove back. I hope you 

slept well!  

 

When can we go again?" 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wye would you paddle 21 miles? Steve Explains 

The long paddle  
By Steve Holland 

 

Back in April six of us ,Martin Aspinal, Martin Stanfield, Vince Mann, Dan Bouvet , Adrian Eastman 

and myself decided to do a follow up a paddle we did a couple of years ago on the river Wye. 

The original trip was a measly 17 miles between Ross on Wye to Bibblins, but at the time it seemed 

like crossing the channel! This time we upped the ante by extending the journey to 21 miles and this 

time finishing the trip at Monmouth.  



We set off nice and early from 

Ross; the weather was being 

kind to us with a nice tail wind 

to help us along. On the original 

trip us mad people decided to 

leave late in the afternoon and 

use short boats, not take any 

food, grossly underestimating 

the distance. This time we were 

better prepared, we all had 

touring/sea kayaks, plenty of 

food, live and learn on that one! 

Before I forget one person 

(young Martin) decided to seal 

launch his sea kayak from the bank at Ross. Big splash nearly fell in, young un’s! 

We made good progress and over took every other craft on the river with ease and soon arrived at 

the rapids at Symonds Yat. Only one person had any issues with the rapids that and that was my 

good self. I had to do an emergency manoeuvre to miss a novice trying to a ferry glide right in front 

of me. All I can say it is interesting to do a break in and break out in a 16 foot boat! 

Monmouth was soon reached and I can honestly say the trip was relatively easy and I would 

recommend the journey alone one of Britain’s prettiest rivers… 

See you all soon. 

Steve 

 

View from the Bank 

 As April came to an end, so did our 1 year time limit to spend our Awards For All money. We 

obviously managed to do this, and in the next newsletter I will give a breakdown of how it was all 

spent. 

The only other development so far is that our Vice-Chair, Clive Bishop managed to sell our old Open 

Canoe on a well known auction website, surpassing all expectations despite it having 3 leaks in the 

bottom! 

 

Martin 

________________________________________________________ 

 

 



BCU Paddle Power and Star Awards 
 

Congratulations to the following members who recently achieved the Paddlepower and BCU  

Star awards: 

Congratulations go to the following members 

  

For passing their Paddlepower Discover 

  

Connor Bishop 

Louis Bouvet 

Alexander Gwyn-Williams 

  

  

For passing their BCU One Star 

  

Adrian Eastman 

Alex Meek 

Daniel Templeton 

Douglas Owen 

Felix Marsh 

Peter Sargent 

Tom Berry 

Simon Scarbro 

  

  

For passing their BCU two star 

  

Danny Webb 

Tom Lee-Bapty 

Alex Mason 

Mark Gearon 

Danny Gilbert 

Rhys Gilbert 

 

 

 

 

 

And finally 
 A news story that made me smile: 

(It’s the method of escape that made me giggle!!) 

 

San Francisco : 
 

A man is being sought after he successfully used Craigslist to cover up a bank robbery. 

The robber, described as 'a white man in his 20s, between 5ft 7in and 5ft 10in, wearing a dark blue 

shirt, jean shorts and a mask' is now being sought by the police. 

 

 He was last seen floating down Woods Creek on an inner tube. ☺☺☺ 



 

 

That’s all folksThat’s all folksThat’s all folksThat’s all folks    
See youSee youSee youSee you    on the H2oon the H2oon the H2oon the H2o    

    

Please will aPlease will aPlease will aPlease will a    keenkeenkeenkeen    new Editor new Editor new Editor new Editor 

make themselves known make themselves known make themselves known make themselves known ☺☺☺☺    

    
    _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

    
 


